Press Release: August 9, 2021 – 1821 Insurance Agency is now Rockall Insurance Agency
Why the change? Rockall Insurance Agency was originally named “1821” to represent the 18th
Amendment (Prohibition) and the 21st Amendment (overturning Prohibition) as an
acknowledgement of the hard work being done by proponents within the cannabis community.
Today, a new dawn of bold and inspiring entrepreneurs and industries – in cannabis and beyond
– is here, and the change to Rockall reflects our continued and expanding support of these novel
and underserved markets with carefully tailored risk management.
With direct and exclusive carrier access, Rockall provides comprehensive coverages, competitive
rates, and quick turnaround times. Our goal is to meet your clients’ needs by offering admitted
insurance products on a stand-alone basis.
While exploring entry into other emerging markets, Rockall will continue to focus on the
cannabis industry with the following coverage highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Liability and General Liability on an admitted basis
Monoline and stand-alone coverages
Exclusive carrier partnership with A- (Excellent) AM Best rated Continental Heritage
Insurance Company
Cannabis Intoxication Liability Endorsement
Defense costs outside policy limits
No health hazard exclusion
No mold, fungi, or bacteria exclusion
Vape coverages available

“Continental is excited to partner with Rockall to further develop specialized programs for
emerging and novel industries,” Sean O’Brien, President of Continental Heritage Insurance
Company. “The Rockall team has a thorough understanding of the cannabis industry and has
been instrumental in the development and expansion of our products.”
Cannabis liability coverages are currently available on an admitted basis in California,
Washington, and Nevada. Stay tuned as Rockall announces availability in up to ten additional
states in 2021.
To learn more, or to inquire about becoming an appointed agent, please contact Mallory Czuchra
at czuchra@rockallagency.com.
*All insurance products written by Continental Heritage Insurance Company. All insurance
products subject to policy terms and conditions, which are controlling.

